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Prime Minister John Key speaks to media in South AUGkland about the collapse of Solid Energy.

As soon as the Government admitted Solid Energy was in dire straits in early 2013, it
was at pains to claim no one was to blame.
The "perfect storm" of a high dollar and plunging coal prices was the reason, John Key,
Bill English and Tony Ryall told us day after day. Don't blame us, don't blame Treasury
and (initially at least) don't blame management.
A number of parties should accept some responsibility for what is a spectacular failure
of a major state owned enterprise.
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Nothing to see here: Finance Minister Bill English and former State Owned Enterprises Minister Tony Ryall blamed
a "perfect storm" for Solid Energy's troubles.

READ MORE:

* Top five reader comments on Solid Energy
* Solid Energy goes into voluntary administration
* Timeline: Solid Energy brought down by debt and ambition
The recent experience with dairy prices shows that in the commodities business, perfect
storms come around from time to time.

it would be prudent to plan for this, but in the case of Solid Energy, it seems everyone
was planning for the good times to continue.
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Documents eventually released by Treasury showed that the management of the

company had a mindset that it was living in a golden age (and a golden sunset) for
energy prices, which had to be grabbed.
Chairman John Palmer (who also headed Air New Zealand at the time) argued billions
should be poured in to get super profits from New Zealand oil, gas and coal reserves
before the chance was lost as renewable energy took over.
This should have been an immediate red flag, as the wider market did not share the
view, by a long way. Treasury expressed deep reservations about the plans.
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